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Artspace greatly appreciates the support for this publication from

Warwickshire College
SS M s$ WN"msx$ WWS$ N

Dave Hirons, Head of Art and Design

Warwick New Road, leamington Spa, CV32 5fE

Enquiries for full and part-time courses, phone 01926 318233

ARTSPACE would like to thank Pete Mccarthy for the many interesting and sometimes
provoking articles and reviews that he has provided in the past. His insights, views and
informed criticisms always represented an authoritative voice.

2OO4-2OOS has been a good year for
LSA. ln June 2004 we took part for
the first time in the Leamington Peace
Festival. We used the opportunity to
promote the organisation by giving
out leaflets and invitations to our
forthcoming Open Exhibition during
Artsweek as well as by selling the
work of members who had put
material on the stall. Many new
members joined as a result of our
efforts and we plan to repeat the
experience at the Peace Festival this
year (18-19 June 2005).

We held an excellent Open Exhibition
in the Library Callery at the University
of Warwick - a show that was on
display for the month of July, 2OO4,
and that was also timed to coincide
with the biannual Wanrvickshire
Artsweek, which ran from 3-11- July.
Many individual members also took
pan in this countywide event, opening
their studios and mounting group or
solo exhibitions in various galleries

and other locations in Leamington and
throughout Warwickshire. Planning is
already undenruay for the next
Artsweek in 2006 and County Arts
Officer, Emma Andrews, kindly agreed
to attend our AGM to talk to members
about the organisation of this event.

With the Southtown Gallery at Gaia
having closed and the CAW gallery
having decided no longer to hold an
exhibitions, there is a real problem
finding suitable exhibition space in
Leamington. We are doing our best
to overcome the situation by making
use, where possible, of the Library
Gallery at the University of Warwick as
a quality venue for the exhibition of
members'work. As in previous years,
we are also working with the Loft
Theatre to arrange opportunities for
members to hold solo exhibitions in
the theatre's popular foyer and bar
area. An invitation for members to
submit work for such exhibitions



during the 2005 season has recently
been sent out.

We have also been working to make it
easier for members to contact one
another by establishing a database
with contact details sent out to all
those members who wish to be
included. Any individual member
who would like to Publicize an
exhibition or private view is also
invited to buy ready-printed address
labels for the entire membership at a
price of f 10 (these are available from
the Membership SecretarY). At
Christmas we held the first LSA

Christmas Party in St Patrick's lrish
Club, members being invited to come
dressed as an artist or a work of an.
Photos of the event - and the
prizewinners - are to be found in the
pages that follow!

Aftspace continues to produce quality
reviews and illustrations of exhibitions
and events by members and non-
members alike. I would like to thank
all those who have contributed articles
to the magazine over the Year. A big
thank you to Mick Raffeny, as well, for
all the work he does in faithfullY
putting it together three times a year.

It is with great sadness that we say
goodbye to Tim Richards who has
been Deputy Chair of LSA for seven
years. Tim has been tireless behind
the scenes, liaising with Warwickshire
District Council about the long-
standing plans to develop Spencer
Yard. He has been an invaluable
member of the team and \',e lery
much hope that he continues to
support l5A now he has stePPed
down. A warm welcome to Roseman'
Keep who was unanimousl' e'ected as

Deputy Chair at the AClrl and .'.^o ro,',
takes Tim's place. lt goes ,'. tncut
saying that thanks are alsc 3re !c 3:l
the other members of the c3r- fi€e -
Dave Phillips, Crace \e", -a'. - z
Wright, and Dave Lervis - as .'.€ as :.
co-opted members Stere Pr 3s a'3
Hazel shaw, and to lris Benz ,'. -3 'as
done so much to promote i.: :- :'e
Wanruickshire Artsweek S:ee'-g
Committee. The memberst 3 5r'3r. c
be as grateful as I am to ha'e s-c^ a

fantastic aroup of people ,',c'\ .: tor

them.

Cathe'-e 3a:es

DominicaVaughan ESCLAVAGE



Dominica Vaughan

" esclavage "

Paris 2OO5

Captivated by dark and burning tints of red
and earthy green, we discover, as our eyes
get used to the warmth of the painting, the
silhouette of a woman who sits whilst
bending her blazing mane (Esclavage 1).
The obedience of a lioness... Legs crossed,
the woman obeying her invisible torturer is
laced in a web. We can feel his presence.
The strength and the nonchalant pain in the
woman's body is here subject to a double
limit, represented by both this web, which
ties her up and the red frame around the
painting, which puts her in a cage.

Still locked-in, but in a painting where the
space seems more limited, this woman's
trunk offers unrestrainedly the infernal
triangle of desire. This impressive and, at
the same time, fragile body is dressed by
three buttons of flesh and lace. Nipples and
belly button are woven in a blossoming
effect, which yet is contained (the body is
stretched, Esclavage lV & Esclavage V).
Vaughan's paintings are a mystery that we
want to understand. The artist paints, yet it
is a story that she tells. Whilst our glance
holds the breath in the warm and thick
colours which are almost rugged, we want
to imagine the universe that Vaughan
discloses with the modest poetry of
mystery.

ln Esclavage Vl & Esclavage Vll there is no
feminine silhouette and yet the woman is
very present. ln the absence of her body, we
can now see the captivity once again, but
social this time, represented by exotic
lingerie in bright and lighter colours. lt is
humour which is nicely woven into the
artist's paintings.

Facing the depth of the colours strangely
warm and disquieting at the same time, our
glance is captived and our spirit cannot
remain frigid. Who is the slave ? This
obedient femininity painted by Vaughan or
the voyeur trying to understand her ?

Vaughan offers a disquieting poem
and mystery. Woman's poetry... "What
is more beautiful then a strong
woman, suffering, broken ?" Ceorge
Sand.

lsidora Gtinbil
Paris

Denny Smith Vaux

The White Room

Leamington Spa.

It is good to see this group of artists
revived, to be reminded of what the
avant-garde looked like over forty
years ago and how much has changed
since. When these artists turned their
backs on the 5t lves School, on the
evocative, poetic and referential
paintings of Hilton, Frost and Lanyon,
they wanted to get back to basics, to
staft afresh in the spirit of Malevich
and the Suprematists' black square.
When they had emptied the cupboard
they were very careful what they
allowed back in. They were not only
irreverent, but as non-referential and
abstract as they could get, and they
also kept things simple. They were
hard-edged, unromantic and tough,
preferring straight lines, geometry,
symmetry, and architectural forms to
anything organic.

The immediate impression of the
exhibition is of calm detachment; the
clean and precise images are far
removed from the emotional and
psychological complexity of Paula
Rego's work. The prints appeal to our
desire for order and control, away
from the messy business of life. They
appeal to our intellectual enjoyment of
visual illusions and pure, uncluttered
sensory experience.



Denny achieves some rich colour in his
etchings: Graffiti No.24, with its brilliant
yellows and thin red line, and Graffiti No.4,
in a splendid charcoal grey. Both these were
etched on steel plates to preserve the purity
of the colours. Despite the self-imposed
limitations of Denny's style he has shown,
in such works as Acoustic Mural, 1968, for
the Paramount cinema and Altar Reredos,
L975, at the Church of Our Lady of Lourdes,
that his work on a large scale can carry a
powerful emotional charge.

The untitled colour pencil drawings of Mark
Vaux are related to his more complex three
dimensional, and discretely painted, white
frames, such as H Line, L986 and SQ 1,
1989. Vaux seems to be the most defiantly
non-referential of the group and his refusal
to give titles to several of his prints
underlines his uncompromising attitude.

Richard Smith is the most radical of the
three. He continually draws attention to the
two-dimensional surface not only by
scribbling over it but by cutting, folding,
tying and layering it. His lithograph, Four
Knots, 1976, consisting of folded sheets of
paper neatly tied together, is closely related
to his freely hanging and overlapping kite
-like pieces of the 1970s.

Nick Smale

Robyn Denny

Contemporary lrish Art.

The White Room Gallery
Leamington Spa

What could be more fitting than an
opening on St, Patrick's Day of an
exhibition at The White Room of
contemporary lrish Art, including
Francis Bacon who was born in lreland
in 1910 yet whose influence is
everywhere. There is only one rare
lithograph of the 'Centre Panel of a
Triptych' dated 1987 and it has all the
hall marks of his work with a battered
figure being hailed by a broad area of
red set in another band of colour.
William Scott is seen with one of his
tell tale images of a pot and a cup.
severely rendered in lyrical colour, and
two other works which are minimal in
the extreme. Sean Scully's broad
interlocking stripes with a pleasing
textural reference hold up well, as do
Marc Francis's textured and arresting
work with dripping red streaks and
black cannon like balls hurtling across
surfaces, or strokes of vertical rain
that look like shot silk, Hug hie
O'Donoghue's series of 'Crow' etchings
recall Ted Hughes poetry, and the
enigmatic evocations of war in the
form of the 'Death of Glory' create an
image of the myth of the hero lost in
shadows of conflict. Mary Lohan's
'Lohan "704", Original (5 part can!asi'
2OO4 has doffed its cap tonards
Auebach, so that the rich textured
painting of landscape, has n ith its
creamy greys something of the
substance of the earth about it and
the clouds are equally tactile. Lastlv,
Ronnie Hughes shows work that loops
and rings itself and evokes biological
references or some poetic aerial viev,
of Spaghetti Junction. This is an
exhibition of serious and rvorthn'hile
art that you would normally only see
in London. The White Room gallery
continues to offer Leamington rvork
which is enriching to our artistic
palettes, and should be savoured and
appreciated.

6

Dave Phillips
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Yes, it was a fancy dress occasion, you were supposed to come dressed
as an artist or as a work of art, that explains why........
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There was a bit of a prizefor the best or most inventive outfit, Alfreda \\on
through persistence and intimidation. Well done



Blac Huel

An Installation

Mark llsley in collaboration with Pete
Thornley.

Rugby Art Gallery.

The smaller of the two galleries at
Rugby has been adapted to suit the
scale of this exhibition; the intimate
space so formed provides an ideal
venue for Pete Thornley's installation. lt
is set up in the form of a hexagon with
llsley's three ceramic vessels raised on
the far side on plinths and faced by
three projectors, each of which projects
some eighty slides in a predetermined
sequence. The slides produce vertical
and horizontal strips, rings and cones of
light that are made visible in the
darkened space by the generation and
diffusion of a fine mist.

The exhibition draws attention to an
impoftant aspect of Thornley's work,
namely his fascination with light. lt is

seen in his photography, in
Supplication, for example (see Art
Space, 21), where the carefully posed
female nude, contained in a black
rectangle, seems to be illuminated from
within, her torso and her arms filled
with light, right up to her glowing finger
tips. ln Ghost (see Art Space 20), the
light is softer, the figure appears to be
materialising out of the dark
surrounding space. As in the
photographs, Thornley's installation
operates in a dark space, hence the
phonetic title, Blac Huel (Black Hole).
The predetermined sequences of slides
in the projectors orchestrate the light,
giving it a dynamic of its own; short
brilliant intervals contrasting with longer
varied passages. The intense arcs and
strips of light falling on llsley's vessels
describe their contours and give to the
unilluminated ceramic surfaces an
unusual dull black appearance quite
different from the black silhouettes seen
on the walls. From a certain angle these

superimposed shapes and forms are
reminiscent of late cubist paintings by Braque
or Picasso. There are other surprising effects,
such as when a thin horizontal beam is viewed
from below and the light, reflected off the mist,
simulates the luminous rings of Saturn. Light in
this installation also becomes a powerful
symbol. When narrow beams of intense light fell
on llsley's vessels I was reminded of prehistoric
man's astrological clocks built on a monumental
scale to chart the rising of the sun at the
Summer and Winter solstice.

At the Mead Gallery recently, there was a light
installation that revisited the pioneering work of
Antony McCall. No doubt well intentioned this
show did not have the interest and impact that I

experienced at Rugby. Not only did the size of
the gallery dwarf the installation but there was
nothing for the light to interact with. Raised to
eye level on black plinths llsley's three
impressive ceramic vessels stood like symbolic
female figures. The largest central vessel was
some 33 inches high and weighed about 35 lbs.
It had a long neck with a well formed rim and
the body was pierced by a substantial hole that
functioned sculpturally, like the pierced forms
of Moore and Hepworth. This large vessel
particularly had a dignified statuesque
appearance that was reminiscent of the korai,
the erect standing female figures of ancient
Creece. lt would not be too fanciful to take the
symbolism one step further; if light represents
energy and life (the sun) then llsley's vessels
might symbolise generation and fertility (the
earth). ln one of llsley's ceramics, not included
in the installation, the symbolism is given a new
and more disturbing dimension. The entrance to
the hole that pierces the body of the vessel is
ringed with pointed teeth, a representation of
the vagina dentata, the toothed vagina, which
according to the Austrian psychoanalyst Otto
Rank is a widespread male fantasy, a legendary
hazard associated with sexual intercourse.

Nick Smale



Where the Grass is Green

Mandy Lee Jandrell

Mead Gallery,
Wanrvick University

This exhibition is about anificial
environments constructed to mimic our
perception of the 'real world'. ln a way
this is nothing new. Since childhood we
have enjoyed visiting the zoo, and the
great glass houses of Kew have drawn
crowds for 150 years, but for decades
constructed leisure environments have
become more and more diverse and
elaborate; there is an abundance of
wildlife parks, botanical gardens,
historical recreation centres and theme
parks.

Mandy Lee Jandrell's eighteen colour
photographs (1000mm by 80Omm),
were taken on a variety of locations in
the UK, Europe, China, South Africa and
Hong Kong. They are neither fine art
photography nor photojournalism, but
rather disarming snapshots that convey
their message seemingly inadvertently.
All her titles, such as Bush RestarJrant,
Burger's Zoo, Arnhem, The Netherlands,
2004, are matter of fact and invite the
viewer to come to his or her own
conclusions. Keeper of the Tales, The
Bard's Quest, Corris Craft Centre, Wales,
UK, is quite jokey but suggests
something more serious. ls the tree at
the edge of the wood, with a man's face,
intended to represent Frazer's King of
the Wood, and is its startled expression
a response to our over exploitation of
nature? The visitor is invited to admire
the Romantic Arandeur of rock
formations in Parc des Buttes,
Chaumont, Paris, but the figure
reclining reading a book is on a
perfectly manicured lawn, beneath trees
that are picturesquely placed and
pruned and the rocks are probably
anificial. The two photographs entitled
Shepherd and Fisherman in Open-air
Bible Museum, Niimegen, The
Netherlands, have an eerie quality. The
Shepherd is a hooded man in a grey
cloak, wearing sandals and holding a
wooden staff. He is seen walking away
from the viewer down a woodland path.
The Fisherman is seated in a boat that
floats on the mirror surface of a tranquil

lake, surrounded by woodland. Are these
figures really intended to represent Jesus Christ
or perhaps one of his disciples? This takes
biblical representations: the great altar pieces,
the medieval murals and miracle plays, the
Christmas tableaux of the Christ Child in the
manger, into a different dimension altogether. lt
is not clear from Jandrell's photographs whether
the figures are real people or not, but with a bit
of imagination, it seems, the visitor can actually
live and walk with Christ and his disciples in
real time at Nijmegen.

Even these elaborately constructed
environments, free of danger, are not enough to
satisfy our craving for the authentic experience.
lncreasingly television programming is
concerned with Reality TV, surviving alone in
extreme environments: at sea. on top of
mountains, in the Antarctic and the tropics or
among 'primitive' tribes. Groups of volunteers
are banished to the jungle or the deseft to
undergo survival training, celebrities are
instructed to carry out embarrassingly stupid
and disgusting tasks in order that they can
share an authentic experience rvith the viewers,
and as these attempts become more bizarre and
more desperate it becomes increasingly
questionable how real Reality TV is anyrvay.

Nick Smale

NSPCC Art & Wine Evening

Royal Pump Rooms

24th February'O5

This event consisted of six artists showing their
work to a meagre attendance (largely the result
of dire weather forecasts of heaw snow). The
entrance fee of f 10.00 went to a good cause as
did the LO% of any art or rvine sold (for the
evening also included an opportunity to taste
wine) and what better charity than the National
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.

There were several distinguished and well-
known LSA artists exhibiting, and none better
than Dave Lewis. His imagery and distinctive
representation of Royal Leamington Spa is well
known, for unlike others his work is purposeful
and honest. There is no gimmick involved, and
he goes on location before working his sketches
to produce pictures that will be remembered for
decades. ln the show his range of work was

l0



shown to good effect and his image of
the Town Hall from various angles is
memorable. Here indeed is a diligent
artist whose work gets progressively
more impressive as time goes by and is
a constant reminder of how lucky we all
are to be living in such a beautiful place
such as Leamington Spa. Margaret
Godwin's work was here and all who
know her work will have been pleased to
dwell once more on those reflections in
water of the river and its banks. The
more recent work is to be seen in
Sussex where she is having a more
comprehensive exhibition. Again an
authencity emerges of recorded places
in real time and space where the artist
has been. One could say the same of Jan
Rawnsley's work, especially her
fascination with water set in woods
providing a drama that hints at menace.
These are torn tossed trees surrounding
a turgid spread of water with vegetation
that could gulp you down in a matter of
minutes. Other work was shown to
reveal the range of her oeuvre to include
an impressive nude. Her current
exhibition at The Loft Theatre shows her
love/hate relationship with water itself
and an awareness, now so topical, of the
threat and danger it represents even
within its fascination. The last l5A artist
in the show, Sally Tissington, is one who
seeks the bold, expansive and dramatic
through her photography of miniature
landscapes from a variety of strange
materials. Through a macro lens, a close
up photograph of such creates bright,
simplistic, uncomplicated images of a
world not quite immediately
recognisable and one struggles to
categorise these large, somewhat alien
like artefacts, that have none the less a
strangely strong, somewhat mysterious
appeal.

The other two artists contrasted each
other in that Linda Reutt focuses on
natural forms and explores texture
through mixed media whereas Steve
Haywood claims to paint in a style that
is entirely his own. Linda one feels is
beginning an adventure with each
picture and will go on from strength to
strength, whereas Steve, who has
appeared on National TV, has arrived
with his'striving to reproduce that
artistic magic he felt as a child'. His
work as seen in this show, (represented

by his gallery), and on a large brochure is
entitled 'Holiday' and consists of a semi-
abstracted evocation of the experiences of
holidays in the sun, with the hottest of colours,
and further seen in smaller images of those of
children in the same manner. 'Holiday' is a
composition of 4 giclee prints on canvas, based
on an expensive and original painting. They are
hand embellished by the artist and limited to 95
artist-signed copies. What is equally interesting
is that he is part of the stable of 'Contemporary
Classics', located in Smith Street, Warwick that
has three showrooms on two floors that
displays over LOO works of aft, that include
Christine Comyn, Fletcher Sibthorp and Rolf
Harris, among others. So all in all you had a mix
of artists who had put themselves out
considerably for a worthy cause.

Dave Phillips

Steve Phillips

Exhibition of Sculpture

Library Gallery
Warwick University

ln his statement, Steve Phillips writes that he
has been influenced by "the whole lot" of
sculpture from "the Etruscans through the
Renaissance to the present" and cites also the
importance of "African artefacts in particular,
and Primitive artwork in general", but now has
been recalled to the figure, to "the
contemplative form, which for him "holds the
inherent magic of sculpture". There is a strong
element of bravado in his dismissal of abstract
sculpture (as developed through the latter half
of the last century), and the influential example
of Marcel Duchamp (perhaps he would also like
to include here that of Joseph Beuys) and he
admits that his rejection of the past "may be
totally regressive". As might be expected his
sculptures in this exhibition do not spread
themselves about but are discrete objects, often
mounted on pedestals, and intended for quiet
contemplation, Giacometti is a strong influence
on some, in others, the predominant influence
is perhaps Brancusi and African art. However,
some of what Phillips rejected has stuck and it
affects some of his work for the better, giving it
an edge and a new direction, where,

l1
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Headlong Steve Philips



perhaps, none would have othenruise
existed.

This is particularly true of a number of
his heads, all about life size, in which

90 degrees, looks like a round metal bar
(some four foot long), a lever that might
be used to turn an enormous bolt. The
head entitled Masthead, as in the
previous work, rests upside down on the
floor, but the neck becomes the top of a

the neck is greatly elongated. ln
Headlong, for example, the head rests
upside down on the floor and the neck,
that projects out at almost

Steve Phillips

straight, jointed mast about six foot
high. The neck in Headonup, is shorter
and thicker and becomes the handle of
a blunt instrument, a club. Finally in
Shrink Shrine the neck is jointed like the
thick stem of a plant, which widens at

13



the top to form a human head. One side
of this head is quite classical in style,
the eyes are closed and the expression
is contemplative, the other side is more
abstract with less clearly defined
features. This dualism characterises
several of the heads. ln Headfirst the
African influence is strong on one side,
especially in the formation of the lips
and €y€, giving it a dignified but
disdainful expression, that is increased
by its elevation above normal head
height. The other side of the head is
more abstract and may owe its concave
form to another example of African art,
or to Francis Bacon's portrait heads or
even to the Futurist sculpture of
Boccioni. Bighead is another work that
has interesting abstract forms and
contours but yet remains still
undeniably figurative. ln the most
interesting of these sculptures such as,
Longhead, Masthead and Headonup the
head is incorporated into an artefact, a
lever, a mast and a club. Our perception
of the head is changed. lnstead of being
at the 'head' of the body, the controller
of the body's actions, it has been
relegated, demoted to the foot or end of
an aftefact; it is now powerless and has
become a thing acted upon and
helpless.

The rest of the figurative sculptures are
more derivative. They are generally
smaller in scale, with thin, emaciated
bodies and big feet that hark back to
the 1960s and the late sculpture of
Giacometti. They have quite a strong
abstract element but nevertheless retain
important anatomical features such as
small breasts, buttocks and shoulder
blades. The figures are often split into
two halves making the works
psychologically and formally more
interesting. Hare Piece, is larger than
the rest. The modelling is particularly
expressive and with the short arms
raised above the bent head, in the act of
removing a thin garment, it combines
the human form with the head and
upright ears of a hare. lt reminded me
of Egyptian sculpture. The
representations of animal gods and
totemic beliefs springing from
'primitive' animism.

This exhibition was marred by poor
presentation and planning. The

inclusion of a painting and many small
gouache sketches, which were hung
badly and bore no relation to the
sculptures, were a distraction. Because
of the stylistic dichotomy between the
heads and the figures (they could have
been the work of two different aftists), it
might have been better to have two
smaller, more focused shows, or at least
display them in two separate distinct
groups.

Nick Smale

t4



Sculpture and Paintings

Steve Phillips

Library Gallery,
University of Warwick

It was an unusual sight to see this
gallery full of sculptures on pedestals
and plinths, with curtains drawn back
and light flooding into the room. The
artist has professionally presented an
assortment of heads and figures that
have reference to weapons, death and
torture, and man's inhumanity to man.
These are sometimes at eye level and
other times on the end of long poles
and upside down. This is a strange
medley of aftefacts and one gets an
impression at times one has wandered
into a lunatic asylum, and the distoned
and battered heads and faces, are
screaming at the top of their voices.

It is powerful stuff and there is no room
for half hearted reactions. Beaten
squashed faces vie with laboratory
specimens confirming perhaps what we
all know, and attempt to avoid, that the
imposition of force for whatever
ideology ends messily in misery. Yet,
and this is a further strength to the
exhibition, the art shines through, so
the message is not in crude form but
clever and sophisticated. He has
wrapped art-history around him and
trawled through it, in a knowing
fashion, involving Etruscan, African,
Classical, and Primitive forms, so that
references, for example to Giacometti
and Picasso are discernable.

ln addition to the sculpture which is the
main focus of the exhibition and its
raison d'etre the artist has hung an
assortment of his'Truck' Paintings.
These are depictions of experiences we
all have had on motorways, where the

backs of vehicles, the sun, the rain, the
spray, the fog create a spectacle. Phillips
has caught these in various colours and
entranced by the shapes and forms has
created abstractions that have sufficient
references to anchor us sufficiently in
motorways themselves. We are never
too far away from the danger, (for we
are all aware of 50,000 deaths per
annum on the roads in Europe alone)
but he has poeticised the experience of
driving and given it a universal
dimension of sight and speed. ln fact,
although the two sections of the
exhibition are separate one could not
but make a connection, in part, however
ill-advised, between the two. The
sculpture 'Headrest -Dead Head'
immediately conjures up the
consequences of accidents. So the two
parts can be thought to play against
each other, with unintended
consequences contrasting with those of
intended brutality as embedded in the
sculptures. This is a remarkable
exhibition and one that is most
distinctive in its search for a different
way to present figuration. The
sophistication of the thinking and
practice is caught in the aftist's
statement: " I was aware, of course, that
'The School of St.Martins' had taken
sculpture on a spatial walkabout in the
1960's (see the Caro exhibition
currently at Tate Britain), and that by the
mid 1970s, the 'walk' itself was declared
to be sculpture. Moreover, Brancusi's
reductionist approach had JUDDered to
an end by the mid 1980s when an
empty gallery was declared to be a work
of art. I was equally aware that the
naked Duchamp had descended his
staircase to visit his urinal and returned
to find the EMlNent Tracy in His Unmade
Bed with her numerous bachelors,
even,"

t5
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Campus

Mead Gallery

University of Warwick

The work of the three aftists in this
exhibition, Nancy Davenport, Rainer
Canahl and Christian Philipp Muller,
is concerned with the social,
architectural and institutional
histories of universities. The
University of Warwick is celebrating
its foftieth anniversary this year and
is one of seven universities that were
built in the mid-1960s, at a time of
great optimism, when many
educational institutions were
hotbeds of debate about the future
of education, where tradition was
being challenged and education
reform was in the air.

"The Campus as a Work of Art" by
Muller, surveys a hundred campus
universities from the "the self-
contained 'ideal' community" of the
University of Virginia, to the Harvard
Business School and the socially
inclusive aspirations of the Wexford
Centre for the Arts at Ohio State
University. This may be the result of
some hybrid course of study that
combines social science with art;
while the written document might be
interesting and informative, the art
on the walls of the gallery are
neither. They communicate very
little in themselves.

The Seminar/Lecture Series (1994 -
on going) by Canahl is marginally
more interesting. lt is a "kind of
intellectual travel log" of the artist's
tour around universities and
institutes attending lectures and
seminars, As might be expected the
photographs are crashingly boring. I

wonder if either Muller's or Canahl's
work will capture the imagination of
Warwick University's student
population let alone the general
gallery visitor.

Fortunately this exhibition had one
redeeming feature, Campus. the
digitally manipulated photographs
of universities taken in the USA and
Canada by Nancy Davenport. They
remind us of the worst
manifestations of Nlodernist
architecture, the sou lless and barren
landscapes of concrete which rvere
'state of the ilrt', progressive and
revolutionary in the 1960s, but
ended up looking like fortresses and
prisons. lt is frightening to realise
that the innocent linle dinky-toy
maquettes of the De Stijl group of
Neo-Plasticists could have spawned
such a brutal style of architecture,

Nick Smale
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How many of you, especially the
women, remember from childhood
the delights and mysteries of your
mother's button box? For how many
was the permission to search its
shimmering depths a delicious treat
bordering on sacred privilege - to
run your fingers through its jewelled
treasures and sort its jujube
contents into coloured sets or
rainbow patterns? Oh, the wonders
of playing with the button box!

This sensual delight has a Freudian
edge in the first of McHale's
installations in Fecundity. the female
'box' of treasures, your fingers
dipping in, swimming through them
like soft pebbles on the beach.
Heaped on the gallery floor just such
a beach of buttons surrounds a
circular mirror-pool of dappled
light-images reflected from yet
another circular mirror above and
projected from a video film-loop.
Male seed is subtly suggested in the
video itself: an incessant helter-
skelter of tiny pearl buttons rain
down into the female mirror-pool,
the vaginal form. Fecundity is mainly
embodied here in the thousands of

FECUNDITY
ALFREDA McHALE
The Library Gallery

University of Warwick, January 2005

buttons, the feminine artefact
serving as metaphor for both male
and female sexuality. This huge
wealth of buttons, par excellence the
found object of domesticity which
unites, secures, keeps it all together:
this glut is so magnificent and
startling it delights the eye and
draws the hand alike, inviting us to
linger, look, touch and remember.

McHale's second installation
featu res that focu s of 'mode rn'
domestic life: the television. This
'living light', again a video-loop, has
its picture veiled by organic lace-
work - the sugar, salt and protein
bricks of human life. Lace is at once
the emblematic aftefact of female
domesticity, economic slavery and
the symbol of bourgeois domestic
seclusion - the interior, feminine
space of privacy protected from the
public, masculine world and the
prying eyes of the neighbours. The
televised video itself displays the
marriage bed where male and
female come together to generate
new life, pulsating to heart-beats
which climax in the pulse of an
infant.

t7



Neither the button installation nor
McHale's television-video piece are
grand self-conscious statements in
the style, s?y, of American early
feminist aftist Judy Chicago's The
Dinner Party with its monumental
celebration of great women in
history. Yet there is a parallel nod to
feminist essentialism in McHale's
work which nevertheless aviods the
'great women' scenario to focus on
a quieter, more discrete and
reflective delight in the ordinary, in
ordinary women's experiences and

Alfreda McHale

evocations of the domestic so
familiar to many of us. Ultimately,
the power and sensuality of the
imagery dominate in Fecundity and,
regard le s s of t he id eas, the ir
gestation and the attendant
'narrative'/explications, it is the
aesthetic force of the installations
which does the work, and can be
released from their'origin' to stand
alone.

aAnthea Callen

installation view, The Library Gallery, University of Warwick

I
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WARWICKSHIRE SCHOOL OF ART

EXHIBITION OF FINE ART

The exhibition consisted of three BA
Graduates from the College, Grace
Newman, Nicky Cure, and Alfreda
McHale (all LSA members) and three
current 2nd Year FA - Dip HE students,
Andy Bushell Nayo Reid and Brian
Sapwell, (another LSA member) thus
providing a fruitful mix of past and
present students.

Newman's work consisted of her well
known plastic Alove cots that have
multiplied in number to three and which
on close examination are showing
differences in status. The earlier ones
have slightly deteriorated and this adds
to the tension created between the
notion of innocence, represented by the
cot, and the needs of medical help when
perfection in the form of a healthy baby
does not emerge at birth, by the gloves,
from which the cot is constructed. lt is

Nicky Cure explores a different theme
which could be called Transformation.
How does a pitched artefact become a
flying one? The answer lies in the notion

evocative of the dangers of childbirth
and that which is natural and taken for
granted can lead to tragedy. The other
two works are equally arresting with
'Power Station' giving us a photograph
view of enlarged needles lined up with
an awesome display of their potential,
as instruments that can be both benign
and lethal. At the same time the image
looks like a set of missiles on a launch
pad or oddly enough like a cluster of
oriental high rise structures. 'ln the Palm
of My Hand' looks like a photograph of
lunar rolling landscapes, or an
eiderdown soft as fluff, or as more likely
flesh revealed having had skin removed.
Whatever way these images are seen
there is ambiguity and there lies their
power. At the same time the exploration
of aspects of life and death through the
intermediary of the medical world is a
theme that gives coherence to her work.
Newman shows a powerful imagination.
Her work provokes curiosity, hinting at
personal investigation and reflection.

Crace Newman Brood 1 - 3

of tent that is transformed into a light
aeroplane. All must have experienced
the pitching of a tent in a wind where
unless handled carefully it could take
off. Cure has sorted the problem by
making a tent in the form of a plane like
a Tiger Moth.

t
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The finished example is located outside
the art school and when a wind blows
the wings rise and flap as if flying. lt is

an ingenious idea by transforming the
materials of a canvas tent in this form.
One gets the impression that it really
wouldn't matter if the tent cum plane
did fly away. The finished article is

backed up by the display of the humble
bag which contained the material
complete with a diagram. lt is further
supported by a series of black and white
grainy photographs with titles such as
'Experiments in Flapping' and 'The ldea
of Being Able to Fly' where ironing

The third graduate is Alfreda McHale
with a video production that was
unfortunately not available at the time.
Additional pictures of her work are
elsewhere in this issue.

The work of the current students are
Andy Bushell, Nayo Reid and Brian
Sapwell. Bushell's work is amusing
where in the Foyer of the Art College he

Nicky Cure

boads, washing machines, laundry
baskets are seen as the necessary
domestic tools whereby the process of
preparation is completed. This series
essentially is graphic and seeks our
attention as a narrative to dramatize the
ordinary. So from everyday activities
with imagination one can engage the
extraordinary. You can pitch a tent and
fly away, it is all so easy, and the
analogy is far-reaching, so one day you
are ordinary and the next very special.
All very impressive and one waits to see
how 'extraordinary' or 'special' her next
work might be.

Alfreda McHale

has taken some black tiles up the wall
for a walk, like some crazed tiler who
has dripped white paint on them too.
Some tins of paint with brushes placed
on tables and themselves on boards like
Bacon's studio reinforce the nightmare
that some imcompetent idiot has been
let loose in your bathroom with all the
attendant nightmares. Yes a parody that
makes one laugh and shows wit. Nayo

I
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Reid's work has something of Mach
about it but is also in the tradition of
origami for what look like business
cards are strung together to form
dragon-like shapes that swirl across the
wall in linear fashion. ln the three
examples one is white and the other two
are differently coloured and therefore

The last student is Brian Sapwell who
has put on a display of books that have
plain covers and varied subdued
colours. He has used a large area of the
corridor to orchestrate them in
combinations of three, four, six and so
on. They look like reliefs and have a
compelling power, the fact they can
breathe in their own space is a
redeeming factor, and occupy their own
world at which we can only guess. Some
combinations are placed vertically and
others horizontality, but these varying
clusters give a strength to the notion of
books that can have gravitas without
even being opened. The significance of
the piece lies in its restraint and the
utilisation of one art form into another
to make a telling metaphor. The work of
the students on the course illustrate

set off against each other. They are
poetic rather than fearsome but what is
equally arresting are the photographs of
them in the Leam, where indeed they
gain the look of dragon like creatures in
the water. An imaginative use of
materials and evocative in effect.

Bryan Sapwell

that there is no house style and they can
explore their creative selves without
restrai nt.

lndeed some mention should be made
of the Art and Design College at
Warwickshire College for it is a hidden
giant that will soon stretch its limbs.
The enormity of the developments
resting on f5 million plus investment
will make it one of the largest and most
spectacular art colleges in the country.
The studio spaces and the specialist
workshop provision, complete with state
of the aft equipment, thoughtfully
integrated so that the multi-disciplinary
courses will be able to provide sensible
choices will soon be a talking point in
art and design education. There is little
doubt that this development will make
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Leamington Spa a first choice for many
would-be students, and such an influx

Mick Rafferty

Paintings and Prints

@ Boodles

Oxford St. L/Spa

This was an exhilarating and
adventurous exhibition consisting of
large paintings as well as smaller prints
in a recently converted gallery space at
'Boodles', a fashion boutique in Oxford
Street, Leamington Spa. One has only to
see the work and understand the
various processes to grasp that the
artist is not only providing the viewer
with a variety of imagery but a
demonstration of techniques with a
combination of materials: ink-jet prints,
gloss paint, oil paint, haberdashery,
stationery, collage, metallic paint, metal
leaf, acrylic, digitally captured and
manipulated ink-jet on fabric. Yet his

journey into experimentation in no way
interferes with our responses as his
intention is to delight the eye and
suffuse us with aesthetic niceties. ln his
'Sunflower Spin 01' (see front cover)
there is the poetic and artistic notion of
'Sunflower' that so fascinated Van
Cogh, right in our immediate field of
vision, so much so that our other senses
of touch and taste are triggered. The
great central eye of the flower is like a
blob of black treacle, contrasted with
the brilliant yellows of the petals. There
is a dark humour lurking here with
associations of various kinds and the
concept has an originality and brilliance

can only be for the good of the existing
artistic community here.

Dave Phillips

brought forth by the painting itself. This
enjoyment is matched in 'Sunflower Spin
02', where your eye is spun round with a
different velocity. 'Salvaged remnants of
heterodyne 01' play again with this
notion of reformulation, so the once
discarded re-emerges on a high note.
'lris Diptych' has the qualities of
intensity normally confined to the
miniature, so the enlarged flower
becomes a beckoning tactile spectacle
that spreads across canvasses to
become hard to ignore and revivifying,
There is a tease afoot in this exhibition,
and the very titles give the game away,
such as 'Femme fatale, larger than life',
'Save all your blushes for her', 'She was
looking back to see if he was looking
back to see if he was looking back at
her','Desperately Seeking Sushi' and
'And you can still keep your flowers'.

Its nature is such, that althoug h the
titles bestow a literary reference to the
images, the actual work itself is firmly
embedded within the substantive
world of materiality, as in the painting
"Keep your Flowers", where the blooms
are spread across the space to form a
horizon of sorts but the upper and
lower regions are skilfully rendered
tactile zones that capture the unique
qualities of paint-handling by which this
artist characterises his work.

I
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Altogether an intelligent, provoking and
intriguing exhibition of work

Dave Phillips

I
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Mick Rafferty

Paintings and Prints

@Boodles

21 Oxford Street , Leamington

It was a pleasant surprise to find Boodles in Oxford Street, which I had
thought might be a wine bar or restaurant, but which turned out to be a charming
shop, which in the past might have been called a 'boutique'. Boodles sells unusual
dresses by little-known French designers, wacky jeweler and knick-knacks including
animal sculptures, coffee mugs and decorated egg cups.

Downstairs is the exhibition space, well lit and welcoming. The paintings on the
wall opposite as you descend the stairs are large striking canvases featuring purple
irises, utilising different methodologies, treatments, approaches, and size-scale
ratios,

'Femme Fatale, larger than Life' is a beautiful image of irises - a manipulated
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Mick Rofferty '90
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image inkjet-printed onto fabric. Then
there is 'lris Diptych' a more traditional
painting on canvas, in gloss and oil
paints. The third large piece on this
wall is 'And You Can Still Keep Your
Flowers', perhaps an ironic title which
implies that despite a strong leaning
towards abstraction, the underlying
motif is still there.

These striking purple and mauve pieces
are complemented by the orangey-
yellows on the next wall of 'Sunflower
Spin 01' and 'Sunflower Spin 02' - these
again are large paintings on canvas in
gloss and metallic paints with a nod
towards Damien Hirst with his famous
'spin' paintings. These are two of the

most covetable pictures in the show -
one can't help but have a strong feeling
of 'yes!' when you see them. They
would enhance someone's minimal
white living space without any doubt!

Mick Rafferty @ Boodles

This exhibition is a mixture of
print/collage and painting/ construction
and it hangs together well. There are
some very affordable framed pieces and
unframed prints to be browsed through
in a display rack.

Talking to Mick Raffefty, I discovered
that he recently completed an MA in
Fine Art at Coventry University. He told
me that it was the kind of course where
you had to be self-motivated and many
of the most interesting talks or lectures
were given by fellow students. lnitially
20+ people enrolled for this course, but
in the year he completed the course,
only 5 other people graduated! But it did
have the effect of helping him to think
seriously about his work again and to
re-invigorate it. Many years before, Mick
did a BA in Fine Art at Canterbury and
then stopped doing anything to do with
art for about 20 years. He only started
painting again about 8 years before
starting the MA.
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Rafferty has some interesting ways of
working; he employs computers and
scanners to initialise many of his pieces.
For instance, he will put some flowers
directly onto the scanner and then
import the image into Photoshop,
manipulating it in various ways before
printing with a sophisticated inkjet
printer. He also likes to make collages
with different sorts of papers and fabric
and to contrast matt and shiny surfaces.
Recurring images are geisha figures
appropriated from Japanese Ukiyo-e

Mick Rafferty Smokescreen

prints - these are used extensively in
several pieces where there are subtle
sexual connotations. These pieces
seem to be composed of cartoon-like
sequences on tracing paper, cut up and
rearranged, juxtaposed with areas of
pattern - sq uigg les and scrolls of
dripped gloss paint which overlap onto
the frames and somehow echo the
pattern in the Japanese calligraphy. And
so the narratives are disjointed and
enigmatic, giving these works a
mysterious aura.
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Smokescreen, a large folding screen in
the middle of the room is made up of
the salvaged remnants of some huge
black and white canvases painted in the
90s. These were abstract paintings, 6ft
wide which questioned the very
structure of a painting . This screen has
a jaunty, IKEA feel about it - it wears its
history liqhtly and is well-made.
Rafferty says he likes to recycle his work
and give it new life and indeed two
other framed pieces have fragments of
canvas from much larger works
produced earlier in his career ('Salvaged

Mick Rafferty @ Boodles

Remnants of Heterodyne 01' and
'Salvage 03')

Overall, this is an interesting exhibition
from a very inventive and resourceful
aftist. There may be no big issues under
scrutiny here but these paintings and
prints give pleasure and enjoyment to
the viewer and would grow on one. I

think that is enough.

Carey Moon

Jas Mundy

CAW Gallery

This artist managed to fill the whole of
the gallery with his work which had
variety. lt would be difficult to say it was
professionally hung but the paintings
were there and in number. Some were
painterly in intention while others had a
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more graphic appearance with some
indebtedness to Malevich. The tour de
force was a huge ink drawing that
covered the entire end wall where a
Caliph seemed to reign supreme. lt had
an echo of Aubrey Beardsley and
Richard lnwood (whose intricate
drawings one would like to see more of)
but the scale was impressive and its
cohesion gave it power and majesty.

Dave Phillips

Mandy Kasafir

CAW Gallery

This artist claims to have been inspired
to take up art in Amsterdam six years

Sunlight and Shadow

Jane PowellArt Studio

Kenilworth

This was an exhibition around the
theme of sunlight and shadow. lt had an
edge as it was an open competition not
confined to Warwickshire. Around ninety
three artists submitted work and eighty
two were selected. The organisers have
taken their task seriously and the
selection must have at times been
difficult and the awards even more so.

William Podmore 'Structural lmage l-'
was selected as 'the winner' but it must

ago when she was involved with very
young children who were totally
uninhibited when having a painting
class. She currently has a studio in the
Custard Factory in Birmingham. lt is
strange as to what will trigger some
latent need in an individual and
transform their lives. These paintings
are the visual equivalents to states of
being and have titles such as 'longing',
'trapped', 'becoming'. The images are of
free flowing areas of colour
made up from metallic paint and having
the appearance of lava that has
congealed and coagulated. The colours
are red, blue and gold among many
others so that the overall effect is eye-
catching and seductive. Clearly accident
has played its part but the experience of
handling such paint built over the years
leads to a pleasing effect. As Whistler
intimated that, although it didn't take
long to complete a work, it was based
on a lifetime's experience. So this work
find s its place in the abstract
expressionists mode whose adherents
included Pollock and De Kooning but
that was of course decades ago.

Dave Phillips

have been a close run race. This was an
image that represented architectural
features that one associates with the
thifties, such as the work of the
architect Auguste Perret, where
reinforced concrete is made to look like
clay that can be moulded into any
rounded form. There is an enigmatic
quality where the tall vertical supports
cast shadows and allow a spatial quality
that is reminiscent of de Chirico and
Nevinson. The objects that are placed in
the central area are like Barbara
Hepwonh in style and again the
treatment of the these and other parts
recall Leger. The painting continues
around the sides, so that a tombstone
effect is created, complete with shadows
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and hard unreal sunlight. lt is far
removed from ye old Englande and its
rural retreats that so many of the other
paintings seek to capture and evoke. On
the whole a worthy winner and unlike
any other image. lt gives the impression
of modernity but its conceptual basis is
flawed for it speaks of other decades.

The'highly recommended paintings' are
more traditional in appearance. Cynthia
Chandler's The Watering Place' is not,
as the title might suggest, some animals
drinking from a river but rather the
hallmarks of domesticity in the form of
glasses, plates, cutlery and so on
stacked on a kitchen sink with a view of
a wall, a field and a blank sky. The
virtuosity demonstrated by the objects
with their reflections and opacity that
have a skill that is remarkable and is
further enhanced by an apt frame. The
desirability of setting this still-life
against a background is more
questionable. The wall, the green grass
hillock and the non-sky beyond takes
the eye away from the force and power
of the objects and dissipates the effect,

The other work is Paul Varnom 'Breaking
the lce'where a child stands on a bridge
with its head down looking at the tracks
of some vehicle visible on the snowy ice
surface of some country lane that
extends far into the distance, until it is

covered by bushes. Dexterity is the
order of the day and it is a caught
moment rather like a photograph but
holding an essence with all the power of
paint and its density and aura, in
keeping with much English traditional
landscape painting.

There are three 'commended'works and
as one of those artists Pat Carpenter has
been most ambitious with an oil
painting called 'Flowers in Evening
Sunlight'. This work has elements of

both naturalism and abstraction and
consequently there is a lack of clarity
about its intention. The flowers
resolutely call for attention and obtain it
with the white lilies in the foreground
setting the tone, but so much else
seems to as well. The square mirror
distracts the eye from the main motif
and the passages of colour behind the
flowers, wonderful in themselves, seem
to possess a life of their own. The
complexity of the composition demands
resolution which only elimination of
parts could achieve. Still, one can see
why this is a commended work, for it
has set out to portray flowers in an
interior that is full of suggestiveness
and nuances to evoke a poetic mood.

Margaret Castelow's 'Shadowplay' in
acrylic is a small work of an
architectural interior with a soaring
buttresses and thin ribs of vertical stone
as in Gothic cathedrals. lt is a rather
mysterious work and the play of
shadows makes one understand its
strength and perhaps on a larger scale it
might have achieved more.

Last but not least is the commended
work of Paul Chokran which is the
ponrait of 'lqbal' that is dramatic in
nature and intense in character. There
seems to be a photographic perspective
that enlarges the head but the overall
effect is tonal and there is an echo of
some of the Spanish masters. The
endearment emerges through the pools
of the eyes and the totally naturalistic
objective is almost achieved but marred
by the slight disproportion of the head.

There are many other striking works.
The prices varied from six hundred
pounds to under one hundred and many
had sold.

Dave Phillips
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The Mythological Machine

Mead Gallery

Wanvick University.

The Concise Oxford English Dictionary's
definition of mythology distinguishes
between "a collection of myths
especially belonging to a particular
religious or cultural tradition" and "a set
of widely held but exaggerated or
fictitious stories or beliefs". The
majority of visitors to this exhibition
have, I suspect, learnt to be sceptical of
even the oldest and most sacred of
mythologies let alone the modern myths
(that may or may not survive for long)
generated by propaganda and spin and
which can become incorporated into
already well established mythologies.
This exhibition attempts, through the
work of such writers as Furio Jesi and
Susan Sontag and the art work of Mark
Lombardi, Cesari Viel, Rainer Ganahl
and others, to illustrate the mechanics
of myth-making and the nature of the
mythological machine, so called because
once formed it appears to operate
automatically. Many of the art-works
illustrating modern myth-making refer
to the wars in the Middle East. One of
the embroidered texts of Rainer Ganahl,
for example, includes a slogan used by
America in the Afghan war, "America
Strikes Back"; beneath this is an Arabic
translation, "America is defying and
arrogant as they prove to be another
Pharaoh". The importance of
photographs in creating myths is high-
lighted by Susan Sontag. She writes: "for
a long time - at least six decades -
photographs have laid down the tracks
of how important conflicts are judged
and remembered. The memory museum
is mostly a visual one. Photographs have
an insuperable power to determine what
people recall of events". Sontag points
out how easily photographs can be
manipulated: "The photograph is a thin
slice of space as well as time....anything
can be separated, can be discontinuous

from anything else, all that is necessary
is to frame the subject differently".

Unfonunately this show is badly let
down by the quality of the an work. lt
remains, for the most ptrt, on an
amateurish level, even, in some cases,
infantile. For the contributors this is
probably not an issue. The social,
political and philosophical messages are
what count and not the aesthetic or
sophisticated manner in which their
ideas are visually presented.

Perhaps the most telling and interesting
contribution to the show is the video by
Phil Collins entitled, How to Make a
Refugee. A camera records the process
of documenting the arrival of an
adolescent refugee who, throughout the
film, refuses to look at the camera and
is reluctant to answer questions. He is
asked to remove his shirt so the wounds
on his body can be photographed. Later
the whole family is assembled, his
grandparents, mother and father, sisters
and brothers, all of them are posed and
moved around for more photographs.
They sit passively and self-consciously.
They have no say in what is going on or
power to control events. The more they
are q uestioned, herded and
photographed the more they seem to
become objects, exhibits - the refugees
- an anonymous group, that may be
bought and sold in the media market to
feed mythological machines.

Nick Smale
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New Life

David Burrows

Mead Gallery

Wanruick University

One of the Mead's large galleries is
littered with an assortment of broken or
damaged objects that include fragments
of clothing, shoes, handbags, panties as
well as coat hangers, toys, cigarette
packets and ruined structures. All these
have been made painstakingly by hand
with brightly coloured cardboard, foam,
rubber and plastic and
carefully arranged to give an impression
of chaos, the result perhaps of some
explosive catastrophe. But the colourful
cartoonish appearance of these objects
suggests a light-hearted enjoyment of
this chaos. Among the recognisable
objects there are abstract elements,
rectilinear and angular shapes that like
everything else are painted in acidy
greens, yellows, turquoise and pinks.

Things, however, are not quite what
they seem. The smashed mirrors are not
made of glass but cardboard covered in
metal foil and the beams that look as if
they are made from coloured cardboard
are as cold and hard as metal and too
heavy for one person to lift. The largest
structure in the show is a strip-cartoon
figure of a teenage girl seated on the
floor, surrounded by debris, with large
round black eyes, black hair, open
mouth and red lips. She could be a
character out of a Japanese comic book.

ln the gallery, opposite the entrance,
Burrows has hung his own Articles of
Faith (Concerning the Spirit), in
imitation of Martin Luther's famous
declaration of I5L7 which criticised the
corruption and excesses of the church
and led to the Reformation. Burrows'
adaptation evokes a 'spirit of change'.
This is a force, according to Burrows,
that acts independently of the
individual, that cannot be controlled,
that is inevitable, that embraces the
different and the unpleasant, that must
be accepted even if it ends in
destruction.

Burrows is also concerned about the
'aesthetics of failure', the impossibility
of being able to represent events truly,
or to capture the affect of events.

Perhaps Burrows is being deliberately
disingenuous in order to free himself
from the burden of the past. He would
probably deny that his New Life
exhibition is an ironic statement about
the superficiality and emptiness of our
contemporary materialistic culture on
the grounds that such a view is based
on misconceptions. lf this is the case,
then New Life is, for Burrows, the
physical representation of the wilful
'spirit of change', that refuses to be
defined in terms of the past or the
future.

Nick Smale

The Tantalus Group
Rugby Art Gallery and Museum

I found much of the work in this show
disappointing. lt was on the whole tame
and unchallenging, too many of the
contributors were content to frame
rather twee abstract or representational
work that lacked imagination and
thought.

However, there were a few exceptions.
As in previous shows I found Martin
Curley's photographs disarmingly
understated and his titles wryly
humorous. ln A Dog is for Life not just
for Christmas, a long-haired and well
groomed dachshund is seated on a tree
stump, with its feet together and its
head turned to one side as if posing for
a family portrait.

ln, Now it gets really serious, Curley
groups several small photographs in a
single frame. There are four images: a
man holding the dachshund in his arms;
a newspaper photograph (The
lndependenr, 24 December '02) of the
rock star, Joe Strummer in a trilby hat,
open necked shirt and black jacket, with
the headline, "He'll rock the casbah no
more. Joe Strummer dies at 50"; a
woman with eyes closed holding at
arm's length, a copy of The lndependent
with a photograph of John Peel - the
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caption reads, "He was the most
important person in British music since
the binh of rock n' roll"; and finally,
Portrait of a Dog, another image of the
dachs hu nd. Curley thus creates a
personal memorial that links the loss of
a favourite pet with the death of two
famous public figures.

Pete Thornley's, Nicole apres Edouard,
Bar at J.D.Wetherspoon, is a photograph
of a young girl, standing in the same
position as the barmaid in Edouard
Manet's famous picture, A Bar at the
Folies-Bergeres. lt was Charles
Baudelaire, the French poet, that first
enjoined artists in the L860s to paint
subjects from modern life.

Thornley seems to have been struck by
the contrast between Manet's painting
and the uninspiring appearance of a bar
at Wetherspoons. Nicole, the barmaid,
wears a plain white shirt, open at the
neck. Behind her is a large mirror and
shelves lined with bottles of wine and
spirits. The familiar names of John
Smith, Guiness, Strongbow and Carling
are prominently displayed on the bar.
Compared to Manet's lmpressionist
painting, full of light, colour and
interest, the bar at J.D.Wetherspoon
looks drab and characterless. But
perhaps this is unfair. There is nothing
more dreary than an empty pub; apart
from Nicole the bar is deserted and the
photograph is printed in dull sepia. I

wish, however, Thornley had not framed
his photograph with a cheap but
elaborate looking guilt frame in
imitation of Manet's painting. The point
has already been made. The frame
makes the photograph look cheap.

Nick Smale
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. SLEEP - ETERNAL REST
Installation

. FLESH, FUR AND FEATHERS
Painting exhibition

The Trinity Catholic Technical
College, Leamington Spa

The sophisticated Advance Pack for
these exhibitions alerts us even
before entering the exhibition to the
extraordinary professionalism of the
team of staff working under the
strong leadership of Sheridan Horn
at Trinity College. lt is a delight to
see these preparations which not
only ensure the visual impact of the
impressive array of work on show,
but also demonstrate the organisers'
concern for the exhibition's optimal
usage as an educational tool. There
are invitations, post-cards, posters,
background information, a ffidp,
explanations, and guidance on visit
planning. The Pack provides
teachers and group leaders with all
the resources and educational tools
needed for Lesson Plan Activities.

Sleep - Eternal Rest is a transient
installation inspired by the School's
depanure from the Dormer site and
the imminent prospect of the old an
building's demolition. lt is a brilliant
idea designed to involve students in
this transitional phase in their/the
school's life, and to give it the
serious attention it warrants: the
attendant themes of sleep, dreams
and mortality are ambitious for
young people to tackle. ln working
alongside the students' exploration
of these difficult themes, Sheridan
Horn herself has produced an
extraordinary installation of life-size
stacked 'beds', built on scaffolding,
which cross-reference a complex
range of issues about the body -
medical, funeral, sexual and
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cultural. The viewer's intellect is as

actively challenged here as are the
aesthetic senses in a Powerful
display which, at the Private View,
included two live figures. Students'
work on this toPic demonstrates
their responses not only to Horn's
work and that of artist-in-residence
Laura Ellen Bacon's organic cocoon-
like forms, but also to Peter
Greenaway's insPired LuPer
installation which students visited at
Compton Verney last year (see inside
front cover illustration).

At all year-levels the students' work
is advanced, engaged and
thoughtful as well as visuallY
stimulating. Added to sight is the
sense of hearing: the sound tracks
were a pafticularlY Powerful
undeftow - slow, heavy breathing
and pulse-beats augmented the
whole body-experience evoked bY

the installation.
For the painting exhibition, Flesh,
Fur and Feathers, Year 12 students
worked alongside Artist-in-
residence Michael Sofroniou, whose
dedication to the task and prolific
working methods ensured the
students benefited from the
painter's examPle as well as his
teaching. They learned from his
lively drawings as well as his
rapidly-executed, bravura paintings.
ln typical Trinity style, the students
were challenged to work on a grand
scale, all tackling huge canvases of a

large still-life motif which included a
dead deer and game birds - a

project reminiscent of Dutch
seventeenth-century painters as well

as later French masters of the genre
like Courbet and Manet. Sofroniou
executed his own bold coloured
canvases of the motif as the
students worked on theirs: the
results as exhibited were spectacular
- colourful, strong, daring and,
notably, with no weak links.

These two Trinity exhibitions
demonstrate the extraordinary range
of methods, techniques, ideas and
sources, from the most traditional to
the most contemporary - and
including outstanding photographic
work - with which the staff
encourage students to experiment.
This is by far the most interesting,
innovative and successful school
fine art department I have
encountered: indeed, as a school-
based department, it is trulY
remarkable, The quality and
standard of work is extremely high,
with all student levels represented
and contributions recognised.
Perhaps the most impressive aspect
of these shows is their display of the
total commitment and hard work of
staff, students and the artists-in-
residence alike, lt is no coincidence
that the Fine Art DePartment at
Trinity is renowned regionally and
nationally - with its major
achievements in winning Tate School
Art awards in 2003 and 2004 - and,
as I understand, has recentlY been
awarded the well-deserved
recognition of 'Fine
statu s.

Aft College'

Anthea Callen
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Fabrications

bv Jill Murray

@Boodles, April 2005

The work on show by Jill Murray
surreptitiously misleads the viewer
into a visual false security. The
location and environment of the
exhibition might be perceived as
suggestive of the frivolous and the
decorative. Murray's pieces may, at
a casual glance, merge seamlessly
with the inherent ambience, but
closer investigation rapidly unearths
many complex depths, twists, turns,
suggestions and allusions which
quickly dispels those
im pressions.

fi rst

The initial security of the accessible
familiar becomes imbued with a
realisation that all is not as it seems.
The regularity and predictable
secu rity of the u nde rlying g rid
formations become devices of
entrapment, enclosing and
restricting their contents, redolent
of insects in amber.

The choice of materials and their
utilisation within the works further
emphasise the dichotomous
su bjectivities exam ined in the
processes. The very feminine and
diaphanous will be intimately
conjoined with hard steel mesh,
restrained by systems of knots and
tethers, translucency vying with
solidity, randomness and disorder
struggling against conformity and
control.

The intriguing and attractive aspect
of Murray's work is its duality of
subject and content. lt elegantly,
allegorically and simultaneously
deals with the processes and
machinations common to both the
methodologies and fabrication
techniques of her pieces, whilst
hinting at a metaphysicality
contained within. The physical
hybridity of the work, for it resides
within an indefinable category of
genre, further exemplifies its
investigative stance.

Jill Murray Now Get Out of This

Michael Hall
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Time, Place, Presence.

The Lanchester Gallery, Coventry University.

This exhibition features
the work of six
photographers: Peter
Beards more, John Burns,
Don Fitzpatrick, JennY
Moore, Clive Richards
and Jonathan Shaw.

The black and white
photographs of
Beardsmore and
Fitzpatrick document
remote and inhospitable
regions of Scotland.
Beards more's Early
Morning Light over
Morvich and Loch Duich,
Glen Shiel, August
2003, is a marvellous
image. The mist, the sky
and the mountains that
rise on either side of the
loch are perfectly
reflected in its still
waters. There are a few
half submerged rocks in
the foreground at the
edge of the loch, and
the latter's stony bed is

visible in the
transparent water. This
other flooded landscape
beneath the surface is
obscured by the
reflected image of the
mist and clouds. Don
Fitzpatrick's landscapes
include stone buildings,
presumably once
inhabited, but now

abandoned. ln Caltinish,
South Uist, Outer
Hebrides, 2003, they
squat, unroofed in a
landscape of rocky
outcrops and heather,
beneath a sky filled with
luminous clouds.

John Burns, like Jenny
Moore, photographs
urban landscapes at
night. Burns makes the
viewer aware of the
empty vastness of the
night sky by contrasting
it with the near and
intimate, the illuminated
interior of a local
newsagents in First
point to Aries. Jenny
Moore's Street Lamp
concentrates on the
effect of a single light
source. lt creates a
brilliant star shaped
centre of light that
illuminates the branches
and leaves of the trees
and shrubs and
intensifies the blackness
of the space beyond.

Clive Richard takes a
mischievous delight in
pointing out the
fallibility of man's best
laid plans to convey
particular messages via
signs. The signs become

subverted, generally
unintentionally, by
human intervention,
weather and time. Each
photograph is
accompanied by a brief
caption that amusingly
suggests a more apt
reading than that
originally intended. For
example, the absurdity
of two street names, Far
Cosford Street and
Cosford Street, cheek by
jowl, elicits the caption,
lndecision.

Finally Jonathan Shaw's
large banner, consisting
of male nude figures
seen in close up, creates
a claustrophobic
atmos phere where the
viewer is made
uncomfortably aware of
personal space. The
banner seems to be
composed of a seamless
collage of images in
which many of the faces
are contofted. ln this
respect they
reminiscent
Leonardo da
g rote sq ue
physiog nomies.

are
of

Vi nci's

Nick Smale,
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Paula Rego

The White Room
Leamington Spa

and Tate Modern

The set of etchings by the
Ponuguese artist Paula Rego
entitled, The Children's Crusade,
1998, on show at The White Room
consists of nine hand-coloured
etchings using a variety of
techniques, including sugar-lift and
aquatint, and three black and white
etchings with drypoint. They are
exhibited in four groups of three
prints in the order stipulated by
Rego who believed that in this way
each image gained a certain
strength. ln 1999 the set was
published in book form under the
same title together with the texts of
two medieval accounts of the
crusade. According to these records
most of the 30,000 children who
embarked at the port of Marseilles in
LZLT AD to fight the Saracens never
returned. Two of the ships were lost
at sea and the children drowned,
others were sold into slavery,
eighteen were manyred for their
faith, many were raped and beaten
and the rest who reached ltaly
became servants to wealthy ltalian
families.

Rego's Children's Crusade follows in
the footsteps of some celebrated
predecessors, such as Jacques
Callot, who witnessed the suffering
inflicted in France by the Wars of
Religion and subsequently published
a famous set of etchings entitled
Miseries of War, 1633. Goya's eighty
etchings of the Spanish War against
Napoleon, Disasters of War,
published long after his death was
so named in analogy with Callot's
masterpiece. Rego was inspired by
the example of Goya's etchings. Her
response is compassionate but
unsentimental. ln prints such ds,

Ecstasy and Execution, religious
fervour is alloyed with visions of
suffering, torture and martyrdom. ln
another image, On the Hill, children
play at adult games; they prepare to
enact Christ's crucifixion egged on
by a priestly figure in black. Rego's
children become confused,
disillusioned and traumatised; one
sits unashamedly staring back at the
viewer like a common prostitute, her
skins raised and her legs wide apart.
But there is one moment of
tenderness, presumably before the
crusade sails, in the print entitled
Armour, where a girl reaches
towards a boy and looks
questioningly at him as if begging
him not to go. ln one print at least,
Rego's message is ambiguous. ln
Farewell, a boy, dressed like a bit of
'rough trade', kisses a respectable
city gent, his sugar-daddy, goodbye,
but it is not clear whether this is
before or after the boy's departure
for the Holy Land. The brutal reality
that these children are forced to face
is depicted in Lost Girl; the naked
body of a baby hangs by its neck
from the branch of a tree, murdered
by his or her mother who sits
beneath staring blankly into the
distance.

There is nothing in Rego's prints or
her paintings to soften the blows.
Whereas in Coya's Disasters, the
grace and authority of his
draughtsmanship may be admired
aesthetically, and therefore distract
us from the violence of the subject
matter, Rego's figures do not seek
to create clever and elegant
solutions, they look posed and
awkward, none of them are graceful
or charming. There is no concession
to beauty of line or mark-making.
The nearest comparison is the
graphic work of Otto Dix who
produced a graphic cycle of fifty
etchings entitled War, 1924, with the
intention of counteracting the
official, sanitised view of the First
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World War. The decomposing bodies
of dead soldiers in the trenches are
as perceptive and unflinchingly real
as his latter portrait paintings; The
Mad Woman of St Marie-a-Py, with a
dead infant at her feet has its
counterpart on Rego's Lost Girl and
the scarecrow woman herself is like
Rego's vision of death, entitled Black
Dog, the last print of The Children's
Crusade set.

The imprint of Rego's ungraceful
(for want of a better word) style is
also detectable in her much earlier,
more abstract work, that is on show
at Tate Modern together with the
figurative paintings from the 1980s
up to the present day. The figures
she paints using acrylic in the late
1980s, such as The Family, 1988,
are stiff and awkward but have
tremendous presence and vitality.
Rego stages her family drama in a

bedroom, where a man, fully
dressed, sits impassively on the end
of a bed. A woman stands in front of
him, between his legs, and reaches
to undo his trousers; another behind
him removes his jacket. By a window
a girl stands watching, eyes wide
open. There is a sense of female
conspiracy, as if a game is being
played. They are treating the man as

if he is a child being undressed
ready for bed. At any moment the
game could become serious, but it is

not clear exactly what is going to
happen. Whatever it is the women
have taken the initiative, have taken
control and they are enjoYing it.
Rego seems to have entered into the
self-absorbed world of her
childhood. She knows exactly how to
dress her actors, their body
language and the expressions on
their faces to convey the
hallucinatory power of her
memories.

Rego's paintings, from the late
1990s up to the Present, using oil
pastels are much more detailed and

naturalistic. ln the Pillowman, 2OO4,
she adapts Manin Donagh's play
about a writer who is interrogated
for murder because of his macabre
fairy tales; the pillowman is unable
to control his urges and helps
children to kill themselves. Rego
depicts him as a life-size soft doll
with an enormous head, mouth and
lips. ln one of the panels of her
triptych, he lies with his flies open
and a young girl sleeps with her
head on his chest, innocently and
trustingly. Close by a mother nurses
a baby, in the distance a woman
hurries across the landscape
carrying a cross. The pillowman also
appears in the background of The
Betrothal Lesson, 1999, where he is
depicted making love to a woman in
an armchair. ln the last panel of The
Pillowman, he lies on the floor with
his head resting on a woman's lap.
She tenderly holds his outstretched
hand while she looks directly ahead
with an expression of profound
despair.

Facial expression (as well as body
language) is crucial to Rego's later
work, no more so than in The
Betrothal Lessons: The Shipwreck
after Marriage a la Mode by Hogarth,
1999, where words cou ld not
describe more eloquently the
expressions and postures of the two
mothers arranging the marriage of
their off-spring. ln the third panel of
the triptych, in the barren emptiness
of an attic room, there is a pieta,
reminiscent of Michelangelo's Pieta
in St Peter's, Rome. A woman sits in
a chair holding an ageing man
across her lap.He is dressed in
short trousers, his legs are bare and
white, his shirt open at the waist. He
is either dead or dying. Here a sick,
prematurely aged man, once a lover,
has become a helpless child. Rego's
paintings are not comfonable to
stand before. She poses questions
but supplies no answers. The body
of the man is not young or
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physically attractive, the woman is
not an angel or a figure of mercy.
She has no illusions.

It is refreshing to see the work of an
artist who is so unequivocal in her
desire to tell stories through her
work and who is able to articulate
them so clearly and powerfully. ln
her hands Post-Modern figuration
excels in expressing feeling and
thought and making visible the
secret, disturbing and often
paradoxical nature of human
relationships. Rego's paintings
would be of particular interest, I

imagine, to child psychologists and
psychotherapists. I am reminded of
the case of Mary Bell and the two
young boys who murdered James
Bulger. Also of a poem by Andrew
Motion entitled The Game and
Dennis Potter who dressed adults as
children in Blue Remembered Hills.

Nick Smale

Rosemary Keep

Trick of the Light

Library Callery
University of Warwick

Rosemary Keep's latest exhibition
consists of wall-based pieces which
she refers to as pictu res. They
represent various experiments she
has made with a variety of materials
and methods of application. This
preoccupation, allied with her
feminine sensibility for the inherent
qualities of fabrics, is one of her
strengths. She is willing to use
traditional domestic and feminine
techniques, such as piping,
stitching, patchwork and apPliqu6
for their sensuality: their colour and
texture, their Baroque elaboration
and excess, and, I guess also, for

their wider connotations. This is a
profitable field to plunder.

Keep has already made a start with Let
Down Your Golden Hair, a reference
to a fairy tale (probably by The
Brothers Grimm) in which a maiden,
imprisoned by her father in a tower,
lets down her hair so she can be
rescued by a knight in shining
armour. Keep uses piped paint to
create intricate and convoluted
ribbons of acrylic which she
combines with beading and metallic
stitching. ln another piece the work
becomes even more elaborate and
densely textured. However,
mistakenly I think, she sees these
works as paintings, images
contained within a flat rectangular
format. lf these richly embroidered
surfaces could become objects or
part of an object, such as a figure or
a body paft, they would perhaps
take on a meaning and significance
over and above their decorative
value.

Rosemary Keep

Even Keep's most masculine wall
pieces, those mounted on
aluminium and polished steel,
"using pearlized or mica-rich car
sprays", are interpreted by her as
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mimicking fabric, such as shot silk.
sensuality in the combination of
colour and texture in her small
burnished pigment works using
lace and enamels reminded one of
the recent group exhibition,
Beneath the Surface, at the CAW
Callery (see An Space 21), in
which she created a powerful and
imaginative symbol of loss and
grief, using a variety of materials,
including a black bin-liner and

Likewise there is a seductive
stitched and painted aluminium
organza. Women Must Weep, lhe
title of this piece, shows what can
be done.

Her work will be on show again in
April at the Birmingham and
Midland lnstitute.

Nick Smale

Rosemary Keep
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LSA Membership. I wish lo become on orlisl / ossociole member of LSA

Nome

Address

Postcode

Telephone

Mobile

e-moil

Signed

I om enclosing on omount of f io cover my onnuol subscription

(f l0/S5 concessions)

(Pleose moke cheques/postol orders poyoble to LSA)

Dote

Pleose send lo: Groce Newmon, Membership Secretory,20 Culworth Close,
Leomington Spo CV31 3DH

new service for members

FOR SALE WANIED SECTIoN

WANIED. Storage space for paintings, stretchers, canvases.
Leamington / Wanryick vicinity. Anything secure, dry and affordable
considered. An area equivalent to a small garage adequate. Please
contact Mick Rafferty 01926 490475 would share
Wanted : sroRAcE FAcrLrry FoR sculpruRAL/TNSTALLATToN woRKS.
ideally Leamington / Warwick area would share
Please contact: Grace Newman (01926 770924)
lris Bertz, desperately seeking storage , 3-d installation work,
sculpture, areaabout 10 by L2ish? call lris on 019263L4643, willing to
share

Members of LSA wishing to rent I buV lsell/lend /borrow
to/from others please contact Mick Rafferty for inclusion in the
next issue of ARTSPACE. N.B. We won't do hardly-used 3 piece
suite; gas cooker needs cleaning; good home for iguana, unwanted gift;
or similar softs of things

Storage / Studio space always sought by members. Help?
next deadline September O1 2OO5
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the
white
room

GALLERY

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITION

PATRICK HERON and

1 2 MAY - 02 JULY

HOWARD HODGKI N

ORIGINAL PRINTS

Heron. Catherine Christmas Hodgkin. Blue and Deep

THE WHITE ROOM GALLERY ARE PROUD TO CONTINUE A PROGRAM OF

EXHIBITIONS BY LEADING INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS.
THIS IS A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO SEE WORK BY TWO OF THE MOST RESPECTED

AND INFLUENTIAL ABSTRACT ARTISTS OF THE LAST FIFTY YEARS

FOR DETAILS OF THE OPENING EVENINGS OR TO ARRANGE A PRIVATE
VIEWING, CONTACT

THE WHITE ROOM at H.M. GRAPHICS
1 1 1 REGE NT STREE T, LEAM INGTO N SPA, CV32 4NU

Tel. 01926 888086 or e-mail HMGWHITEROO M@AOL.CO M

The White Room is one of the few commercial venues outside London offering the
opportunity to view work by some of the world's finest artists.

Work bv artists from orevious exhibitions is alwavs available

PASM ORE-PI CASSO-RILEY-MA I RE-SUTH E RLAN D-CH URC H I LL- ALBERS-DENN Y

CA ULFI ELD-GODDARD-BACON-FREUD-HOCKNEY-REGO-AU ERBACH-DALI


